SIX DEGREES | A Psycho-Sensory Brand-Building Agency

Accelerate Trial Enrollment &
Enhance Patient Retention
with Integrated Trial Branding by Six Degrees
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Today, clinical trials are being conducted in a difficult and highly competitive environment—and the
latest statistics show that over 80% of trials struggle to meet enrollment goals due to lack of awareness!

To succeed, you can’t just do what you’ve always done and hope for the best.
You have to “up your game.”
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Engage

Successful engagement requires understanding what motivates patients…
It’s about identifying and managing the right perceptions to engage and motivate prospective
participants and HCPs.
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Motivate

At Six Degrees, we help our clients do just that by applying innovative and unique branding and
communication principles to optimize their trials, enhancing enrollment and retention—all with an eye
toward preparing your asset for ultimate downstream commercialization.
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Six Degrees trial
branding has
accelerated trial
recruitment by up to

680%

*

*

We have achieved patient enrollment acceleration of between 160% and 680% across our trial branding programs.
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Clinical Trial
Services
Six Degrees’ unique approach
to enrollment optimization is
achieved by fusing strategic
trial branding with targeted and
customized engagement tools
and communications campaigns

Discovery

Strategy

• Insight mining
• Management
interviews
• Competitor audits
• Patient/HCP
research

that educate and guide patients

4. Support

throughout the trial while
keeping them engaged.

Engagement

• Brand positioning
• Brand
promise/pillars
• Naming brief
• Brand architecture
• Messaging
blueprint

1. Connect

• Enrollment & retention strategy
• Qualiﬁcation & participation eligibility
• Brochures, ﬂyers, print ads & posters
• Website, splash & landing pages
• Social media
• Google® AdWords campaign
• E-mail drip campaigns
• Ongoing assessment & reﬁnement

Brand
platform

3. Motivate

2. Engage

Creation

• Name creation
• Legal/linguistic
screening
• Sensory research
• Logo design
• PowerPoint® &
stationery design
• Campaign concept
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Our Trial
Branding
Experience
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Neurology

Opthalmology

Immunology

Whether your trial is targeting
a high-prevalence disease,
a rare disease or involves
a device, Six Degrees has
the experience and skills
to create a compelling and

Pulmonology

Cardiovascular

Nephrology

Endocrinology

motivating trial brand and trial
communications to ensure
your trial successfully recruits
on time and on budget.

Wound Care

Oncology
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Roadmap for Success
Phase I
Preclinical

Phase II

Phase III

Objectives:

Objectives:

Objectives:

• Build awareness

• Extend awareness

• Enroll sites & patients

• Establish credibility

• Engage patients/
advocates

• Extend differentiation

• Raise capital

• Early launch prep

• Differentiate

Services

Services

Services

• Scientific story

• Stakeholder research

Materials

Campaigns

• MOA animation

• Competitive audit

• Roadshow kit

• Position, promise, pillars

• Brochures

• Email

• PowerPoint

• Trial naming

• Posters & ads

• Direct

• Site kits

• AdWords

• Emails

• Social media

• Websites

• Advocacy

• Trial identity
• Messaging

Launch
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CASE STUDY

Multiple Sclerosis - Roche
Developing a global integrated trial branding system and engagement initiative
for fenebrutinib in MS (PPMS, RMS P3, RMS P2). This extensive program involved
patient research, brand platform development, brand architecture, trial naming,
logo design and program branding, brand implementation, website design and
development, site kit material development, social media campaign development
and MS foundation alignment and website posting.

Website
Logo

The impact you
can have on those
living with PPMS

“The last 18 months have been so complex, so
frustrating with so many areas of our business
being impacted because of the pandemic. You

Help create a brighter future for people diagnosed with primary

and your team have been one of the few bright

progressive multiple sclerosis (PPMS) by participating in the ongoing
FENtrepid Study—testing a first-of-a-kind therapy for PPMS to

spots for us. We love working with you and

determine its potential to both reduce MS disability as well as slow
the progression of the disease.

everyone on our team knows that your actions,
ideas, and thoughts are well thought out and

Study ID Number: GN41791. FENtrepid_Study_Poster_v1_16Feb21_Master

you always come to the table well prepared
and most often exceeding our expectations.”
Advertising

Brochure

Operations Program Leader
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CASE STUDY

Rare Disease - DMD
A fully-integrated trial branding strategy, name creation, logo design and implementation
of the brand across multiple applications, including caregiver brochures, website, posters,
patient branded awards/giveaways, Google® AdWords and social media.

Logo

Website

“The branding of the BRAVE study added
significant value to our efforts to
disseminate information about the trial
and to enhance the perception of the trial
amongst sites, caregivers and patients. The
study team was very happy with the results

Epsum factorial non deposit quid pro quo hic
escorol. Olypian si quarrels et gorilla congolium
sic ad nauseum. Souvlaki ignitus carborundum
pluribus unum.

of Six Degrees’ efforts.”

bravetrialDMD.com

Advertising

Brochures

Senior Director, Clinical Sciences
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CASE STUDY

Wound Care - Severe Burn
A trial branding program targeted to burn specialists and caregivers to help drive
patients (typically in shock) into the study within a very short window upon entry to
emergency room. Verbal and visual branding, HCP/caregiver brochure, stationery
system and usage guidelines. Drove 680% increase in enrollment.

Healthy
tissue
Epidermis

Healthy
tissue
Dermis

STUDY PARTICIPATION:

GOAL OF THE STUDY:

You will be given a consent form.
Please read it carefully to learn the
details of what to expect during
the study.

• Determine if the study tissue can be
used to reduce or replace the need to take
skin from other parts of the body to
treat severe wounds

Ask your surgeon and healthcare
team any questions you or your family
may have, or ask them to explain
anything you don’t understand.

SEVERE SKIN INJURIES:
DEEP PARTIAL-THICKNESS

You will sign a consent form before
any study procedures occur.

Study
tissue
Outer
layer

Epidermis

Logo System

Dermis

STUDY OVERVIEW:
• Study tissue contains live and active
human cells

Study
tissue
Inner
layer

• Two skinlike layers (outer layer
and inner layer)

“The team at Six Degrees worked quickly,

FULL-THICKNESS

efficiently, and professionally to deliver

• Outer layer is similar to the epidermis
• Inner layer contains an animal-based
framework
• All cells and animal tissue used throughout
the production of the study tissue have
been tested and shown to be free from
anything known that could cause a disease
• The government requires that people who
receive products like this should not donate
blood, bodily fluids or organs. There is,
however, a requirement that blood be
collected and stored from all patients
receiving the study tissue in the study.

ion,
als.gov
tech”

Epidermis
Dermis

exceptional clinical trial materials (both
patient facing and non-patient facing) that
directly resulted in an increase in patient
enrollment at a time where the clinical trial

Someone from your surgical team
will describe your wounds and
your treatment options.

was low on enrollment. I would recommend Six
Degrees to any team who is in need of branding
expertise in order to bring their trial to the
forefront of their customers’ minds.”

Brochure

Associate Clinical Trial Manager
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CASE STUDY

Ophthalmology - Gene Replacement Therapy
Development of strategy, branding and communications tools for a family of trials in
x-linked retinitis pigmentosa and achromatopsia. Critical to the success of targeted
branding efforts was an audit of colorblind friendly colors to establish an appropriate
color palette. Finally we brought the brand to life with development of a PowerPoint®
template, stationery system and usage guidelines.

Logo System

Stationery System

“Thank you for the wonderful and creative
work you have done for the Retina business!
And thank you also to your team for being so
thorough in your approach. I shared with
the team the final design and all our cross
functional partners were enthusiastic about
the Phase III branding and naming.”
Style Guide

Director, Global Marketing Leader, Retina
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CASE STUDY

Nephrology - FSGS/MCD
Creation of a trial branding program targeted to Nephrologists and the recruitment
of patients with a rare kidney disorder (FSGS). A branding strategy was developed
that leveraged the unique science into nomenclature development—resulting in the
TRACTION name. Design development featured emphasis on cutting edge technology

TM

and a referral to the kidneys. Implementation included PowerPoint® development and
a patient-focused brochure highlighting study protocol and qualification requirements.

Brochure

Logo

PREV

CASE STUDY

Oncology - Ph+ ALL
Development of a branding strategy, identity development and brand
implementation in Philadelphia positive ALL, including PowerPoint® template and
stationery system, HCP brochure and website design. In addition, Six Degrees
developed a Google® AdWords campaign to help drive potential caregivers and
interested patients to relevant touchpoints for participation instruction.
Logo

Brochure

Website
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The Core Team

Frank Schab
CEO

Mark Laverman
Executive Director,
Branding & Advertising

Kris Larsen
Director, Client Engagement

Mercedes Cimino
Director of Research
& Strategy

Christopher Nagle
Executive Director, Design

Paul Welch
Director of Clinical Branding

Pamela Golafshar
Senior Art Director
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For more information or to request a
customized quote, click here.

Headquarters

| Scottsdale, AZ

International

| Zürich, Switzerland

Kris Larsen
Director, Client Engagement
klarsen@six-degrees.com

trials@six-degrees.com

+1 262-325-7522

+41 78 207 99 22

www.six-degrees.com
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